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ABSTRACT. A nearlattice means a join-semilattice having the property that every
principal filter (or a section) is a lattice with respect to a semilattice order. The aim
of the paper is to characterize in a simple way subdirectly irreducible distributive
nearlattices.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Algebraic structures being join-semilattices with respect to a naturally induced
order relation appear very frequently in algebraic logic. For example, implication
algebras, introduced by Abbott in the 1960s, describe algebraic properties of the
logical connective implication in a classical propositional logic. Implication algebras
have a very nice structure: with respect to the induced order, they are join-semilattices
whose principal filters are Boolean algebras.
For various logics of quantum mechanics the corresponding algebraic structures
have a semilattice structure with principal filters being special lattices, see, e. g., [1–
5, 7].
This fact motivated I. Chajda and M. Kolarˇı´k to describe all _-semilattices where
every principal filter is a lattice not satisfying any additional condition. More pre-
cisely, they studied the following structures:
Definition 1. A semilattice S D .S;_/, where for each a 2 S the principal filter
Œa/ D fx 2 S j a  xg is a lattice with respect to the induced order  of S , is called
a nearlattice.
It has been shown [6] that nearlattices can be considered as algebras with one
ternary operation. Moreover, nearlattices considered as algebras of type (3) form an
equational class: indeed, if x;y; z 2 S for a nearlattice S , the element .x_z/^.y_z/
is correctly defined since both x _ z;y _ z 2 Œz/ and Œz/ are lattices. The following
proposition has been obtained in [6]:
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Proposition 1 ([6]). Let S D .S;_/ be a nearlattice. Define a ternary operation
m.x;y; z/ D .x _ z/ ^ .y _ z/ on S . Then m.x;y; z/ is an everywhere defined
operation and the following identities are satisfied:
(P1) m.x;y;x/ D x;
(P2) m.x;x;y/ D m.y;y;x/;
(P3) m.m.x;x;y/;m.x;x;y/; z/ D m.x;x;m.y;y; z//;
(P4) m.x;y;p/ D m.y;x;p/;
(P5) m.m.x;y;p/; z;p/ D m.x;m.y; z;p/;p/;
(P6) m.x;m.y;y;x/;p/ D m.x;x;p/;
(P7) m.m.x;x;p/;m.x;x;p/;m.y;x;p// D m.x;x;p/:
Conversely, let .S;m/ be an algebra of type (3) satisfying the identities (P1)–(P7).
If we define x_y D m.x;x;y/; then .S;_/ is a join-semilattice and for each p 2 S ,
.Œp/;/ is a lattice, where for x;y 2 Œp/ their infimum is x^y D m.x;y;p/. Hence
.S;_/ is a nearlattice.
Thus nearlattices similarly to lattices have two faces and we shall alternate in our
investigations between them depending on which one is more convenient.
Proposition 2 ([6]). The variety of nearlattices is congruence distributive.
The following notions of distributivity for nearlattices have been introduced in [6]:
Definition 2. Let S D .S;m/ be an algebra of type (3). We call S distributive if
it satisfies the identity
(D1) m.x;m.y;y; z/;p/ D m.m.x;y;p/;m.x;y;p/;m.x; z;p//:
If .S;m/ satisfies the identity
(D2) m.x;x;m.y; z;p// D m.m.x;x;y/;m.x;x; z/;p/;
then it is called dually distributive.
It is expected that both notions are in case of nearlattices related. Indeed, one can
prove the following statement:
Proposition 3 ([6]). Let S D .S;m/ be an algebra of type (3) satisfying (P1)–
(P7). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) S is distributive,
(2) S is dually distributive,
(3) in the associated semilattice, every principal filter is a distributive lattice.
In spite of the previous description of distributivity for nearlattices, we are able to
prove by using very simple arguments that there is only one subdirectly irreducible
nearlattice of the variety DN of distributive nearlattices, namely, the two element
lattice.
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2. SUBDIRECTLY IRREDUCIBLE DISTRIBUTIVE NEARLATTICES
Definition 3. A subset ¿ 6D I  S of a nearlattice S D .S;_/ is called an ideal
if
(I1) m.x;x;y/ D x _ y 2 I for all x;y 2 I ,
(I2) m.x;y;p/ 2 I for all x;p 2 I and y 2 S:
Note that I is an ideal of S iff I is closed under suprema and I is a downset of
.S;/.
Secondly, by a filter of S D .S;_/ is meant a subset ¿ 6D F  S closed under
imfima which is an upset of .S;/.
An ideal I of .S;_/ is called prime if for all x;y 2 S , the existence of x ^ y and
x ^ y 2 I yield x 2 I or y 2 I .
Let us mention that the primality of I is equivalent to the following condition:
./ 8x;y;p 2 S W .p 2 I and .x _ p/ ^ .y _ p/ 2 I/ ) x _ p 2 I or
y _ p 2 I .
Indeed, if I is prime, then evidently ./ holds. Conversely, assume that ./ holds
and let x^y 2 I exists. Then putting p WD x^y in ./, we get x D x_p;y D y_p
and .x_p/^ .y_p/ D x^y 2 I . But ./ yields x D x_p 2 I or y D y_p 2 I
and I is prime.
Clearly, for each a 2 S , .a D fx 2 S j x  ag is an ideal of S D .S;_/ as well
as Œa/ D fx 2 S j a  xg is a filter of S D .S;_/. The set Id .S/ of all ideals of
S forms with respect to  a complete lattice and for each I 2 Id .S/ and a 2 S , the
join I _ .a/ in Id .S/ is
I _ .a D fz 2 S j z  i _ a for some i 2 Ig.
The following statement can be considered as a prime ideal theorem for nearlat-
tices:
Theorem 1. Let S be a distributive nearlattice, I be an ideal of S and D be a
filter of S . If I \D D ¿, then there is a prime ideal P  I with P \D D ¿.
PROOF. It is evident that the uniton of a chain of ideals of S containing I and
having an empty intersection with D is again an ideal of this kind. Hence, applying
Zorn’s lemma, there are maximal ideals P  I with P \D D ¿.
Let us prove that P is prime. If not, by ./ there exist x;y;p 2 S such that
x _ p 62 P;y _ p 62 P and .x _ p/ ^ .y _ p/ 2 P for some p 2 P .
Further, due the to maximality of P ,
.P _ .x _ p/ \D 6D ¿; .P _ .y _ p/ \D 6D ¿:
Hence there are a; b 2 D such that a  r _ x _ p and b  r _ y _ p for some
r; s 2 P .
Since D is a filter of S and a; b 2 D, also r _ x _ p 2 D and s _ y _ p 2 D.
Moreover, r _ x _p; s _ y _p 2 Œp/, thus also .r _ x _p/^ .s _ y _p/ 2 D: This
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gives also
˛ D ..r _ p/ _ .x _ p// ^ ..s _ p/ _ .y _ p// 2 D:
Since all the elements mentioned are above p, in view of the distributivity of Œp/ we
derive
˛ D ..r_p/^.s_p//_..r_p/^.y_p//_..x_p/^.s_p//_..x_p/^.y_p// 2 D:
Further, r; s;p 2 P yield r _ p; s _ p 2 P and all the elements in brackets of ˛
belong to P . This gives ˛ 2 P \ D, which is a contradiction proving that P is
prime. ¤
Corollary 1. Let S D .S;_/ be a distributive nearlattice, a; b 2 S; a 6D b: Then
there is a prime ideal P of S with a 2 P and b 62 P .
PROOF. For a 6D b, we have either .a \ Œb/ D ¿ or .b \ Œa/ D ¿. The rest is a
corollary of Theorem 1. ¤
Similarly as in distributive lattices, a typical example of a distributive nearlattice
is a set-nearlattice:
Definition 4. For a set S , define on Exp .S/ a binary operation by
m.X;Y;Z/ WD .X [Z/ \ .Y [Z/:
Then .Exp .S/;m/ is a distributive nearlattice, called a set-nearlattice on S .
Let us show that any distributive nearlattice can be embedded into a set-nearlattice.
Theorem 2. Let S D .S;_/ be a distributive nearlattice, let P .S/ be the set of
all prime ideals of S . Then the mapping r W S ! Exp .P .S// defined by the formula
r.a/ WD fP 2 P .S/ j a 62 Pg
is an embedding of S into .Exp .P .S//;m/.
PROOF. Due to the previous corollary, r is an injection. So we have to prove that
for all a; b; c 2 S , the relation r.m.a; b; c// D m.r.a/; r.b/; r.c// is true, or
r..a _ c/ ^ .b _ c// D .r.a/ [ r.c// \ .r.b/ [ r.c//: (2.1)
Let us first show that for all x;y 2 S ,
r.x ^ y/ D r.x/ \ r.y/: (2.2)
Indeed, (2.2) is equivalent to the statement that for each P 2 P .S/; x ^ y 62 P if
and only if x 62 P and y 62 P . Then (2.1) can be rewritten into
r.a _ c/ \ r.b _ c/ D .r.a/ [ r.c// \ .r.b/ [ r.c//: (2.3)
Evidently, the inclusions r.a _ c/ \ r.b _ c/  r.c/ and r.a _ c/ \ r.b _ c/ 
r.a/ \ r.b/ are valid. Thus,
r.a _ c/ \ r.b _ c/  r.c/ [ .r.a/ \ r.b// D .r.a/ [ r.c// \ .r.b/ [ r.c//:
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Let us show the converse inclusion. For this, assume P 2 r.a _ c/ \ r.b _ c/, i. e.,
a_c 62 P and b_c 62 P . ThenP 62 r.a/[r.c/would lead to a; c 2 P and a_c 2 P ,
which is a contradiction. Thus P 2 r.a/ [ r.c/ and, analogously, P 2 r.b/ [ r.c/,
which altogether gives
r.a _ c/ \ r.b _ c/  .r.a/ [ r.c// \ .r.b/ [ r.c//
and completes the proof. ¤
Corollary 2. Let S D .S;m/ be a distributive nearlattice, jS j  2. Then the
identity p  q holds in S iff p  q holds in a 2-element nearlattice C2.
PROOF. If jS j  2, then .S;/ contains a 2-element chain M . Moreover, M D
.M;m/ is a subalgebra of S , hence if p  q holds in S , it holds also in M.
Conversely, every set-nearlattice .Exp .B/;m/ is isomorphic to a direct product
MjBj. Hence if p  q holds in C2 D M, it holds also in .Exp .B/;m/ and since S
can be embedded into a set-nearlattice, p  q holds in S . ¤
It is clear that given a nearlattice S D .S;m/ and c 2 S , Œc/ is a subalgebra of S .
Let us show that for an equivalence  on Œc/,  2 Con .Œc/;m/ iff  2 Con .Œc/;^;_/.
Since ^ and _ are both term operations of S , the implication .)/ is immediate.
Conversely, if  2 Con .Œc/;^;_/ and .a; b/ 2  , .x;y/ 2  and .u; v/ 2  for some
a; b;x;y;u; v  c, then
m.a;x;u/ D .a _ u/ ^ .x _ u/  .b _ v/ ^ .y _ v/ D m.b;y; v/;
verifying  2 Con .Œc/;m/.
Now we are ready to describe subdirectly irreducible members of the varietyDN
of all distributive nearlattices. Denote by .a; b/ the principal congruence generated
by .a; b/.
Theorem 3. The varietyDN has only one subdirectly irreducible member, namely
C2.
PROOF. Let S D .S;m/ be a subdirectly irreducible distributive nearlattice, and
assume that  D .a; b/ is its monolith. We may assume a 6D b. Then .a; b/ 2 
yields .a; a _ b/ 2 ; a 6D a _ b. Thus .a; a _ b/ 6D ! and .a; b/  .a; a _ b/.
Conversely, .a; a _ b/ 2  gives .a; a _ b/   and altogether .a; a _ b/ D
.a; b/ D .
Let now c 2 S be given, and denote c D y \ Œc/2 the congruence induced on a
subalgebra Œc/. If yc 6D !, then yc is the least nonzero congruence on the distributive
lattice .Œc/;^;_/. Indeed, if  2 Con .Œc/;^;_/ and  6D !, then  2 Con .Œc/;m/.
Since the variety DN is congruence distributive, DN has the congruence extension
property. Thus there is  2 ConS with  D  \ Œc/2. Moreover,  6D ! yields
 6D !, hence    and c D  \ Œc/2   \ Œc/2 D  , proving that c is the
least nonzero congruence on .Œc/;m/, and hence the monolith on .Œc/;^;_/. Now,
since a 6D !, a is the monolith on the distributive lattice .Œa/;^;_/, and hence
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jŒa/j D 2, i.e. Œa/ D fa; a_ bg. This yields a_ b D 1, the greatest element of .S;/
(otherwise Œa/ 6D fa; a _ bg).
Analogously, for every c  a, c 6D ! is the monolith on Œc/, hence for jŒc/j D 2
we obtain c D a. Then the nearlattice S is of the form shown on Figure 1.
t
t t t tq q q q q q











It is easily seen that .1; a/ D f.1; a/; .a; 1/g [ !, so  D .1; a/ forces S D
f1; ag, which completes the proof.
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